Quick Smocking
Description
Quick Smocking is a process that can take a laborious scrunching technique and turn it into a 20 minute process. Typical smocking requires
complicated diagrams, several different threads in different patterns, and
a guess and check method of tightening strings. Quick Smocking uses
elastic, glue and balloons to give fuller control, immediate results, and
more organic design opportunities.

Materials:
Elastic material for a lining
Craft Glue
Balloon (doesn’t matter helium or not)
Sheer overlay (preferably Organza)

Instructions
Step 1: Turn elastic material into
the inner lining. For this example, I used a pre made camisole, but you can also take material and sew your own pattern.
Step 2: Sew the sheer overlay
into the seams of the elastic
lining. The stitching should be
tight, but the material itself
should be a larger size than the
elastic garment. A good starting
point would be for the overlay to
be 3 times larger than the elastic. Remember- the elastic
should be tight against the
body, while the overlay will
create the draping, so more material will create bigger drapes.

Step 3:
Put the entire garment (elastic lining with overlay sewn into the seams) over a
balloon. The elastic should be tight and taut across the balloon.

Step 4:
Using the glue, put dots between the elastic and the sheer overlay in any
pattern you want. The larger space between the dots, the bigger drapes and
folds you will get.
Note: Other tutorials I have read recommended putting the glue on top of the
organza, but I found that the glue is to thick and does not seep through onto
the elastic. If you use a more liquid glue, that Might be a better choice, but
the liquid glues I tried did not work as well.

Step 5:
Leave the garment to dry on the balloon. I recommend using 3 times as
long of drying time as the glue recommends. The glue will probably feel solid
after 20 minutes, but to ensure strength
between the stretchy fabric and the
overlay I would leave it to sit for at least
an hour.
Step 6:
Take it off the balloon and see the
smocking!
Note: I purposefully used dots close together because I wanted a subtle ripple
effect, like mentioned before, larger
space between the dots will create
more dramatic folds.

Resource
http://www.yatzer.com/inner-fashion-c-fabriek

